
Fellow American! 

 

We’re facing a coordinated global effort to control and force you to inject experimental 
drugs, mRNA or whatever into your body to travel, to get medical treatment and even to get 

food or ship packages! There are new amendments to the governing documents of the World 
Health Organization (WHO) that would give WHO unfettered authority to dictate everything 

around you — and even what goes into your body. 
 

These amendments expand WHO’s power from a declaration of a “public health risk” to “all risks 
with a potential to impact public health.” Anything can be a “potential” risk to “public health.” 

This includes access to abortion, “climate change” and, of course, COVID. 
 

Need to travel for work? If the amendments pass, WHO will set the rules. Quarantine and 

isolation will be determined by the WHO. 
 

They call all the shots — literally. This is how Joe Biden wants it. 
 

We are witnessing global genocide with the impact from these injections. This is the 

biggest fraud ever perpetrated. 
 
Australia quietly reported that of the 1,779 people hospitalized for COVID, ALL of them were 

vaccinated. Of the 140 people who were placed in the ICU for COVID, ALL were vaccinated. Of 
the 95 who died with COVID, 82 of them were known to be vaccinated, 7 did not have verified 

records, and only 6 of COVID deaths were unvaccinated. Out of 2,014 people who needed 
medical care for COVID the last two weeks of 2022, only six were known to have been 

unvaccinated. 
 

Yet there was no apology and no public warning against these shots. No, the Australian 
government simply decided it will no longer track the vaccine status of people admitted for 

COVID so they can hide the uncomfortable truth: These injections are a deadly failure. 
 

The current VAERS report of 38,464 deaths (including miscarriages) from these injections in the 
U.S. is just the beginning. Historically, VAERS reports only about 1% of actual, so the real 

numbers are far greater. More than 62,019 people are permanently disabled from the shots; and 
the 26,166 diagnosed cases of myo/pericarditis after these shots have a more than 1-in-5 risk of 

dying within five years from this heart condition. 
 

People like Charity. She was pressured into getting the shot by her employer. She is a 
mother of two. A gymnast and a cheerleader, Charity also enjoyed yoga, and staying 
active has always been a big part of her lifestyle and identity. She had been an EMT, but 

since the injections, Charity has been hospitalized six times with myocarditis. She had 
two reactions that were spaced exactly the same number of days after her two shots of 
Moderna. 
 
If WHO gains the power Biden wants to give it, we will lose our freedom — and possibly our very 
lives. WHO will have global authority to mandate vaccines and dictate or restrict medical 

treatment. 
 

Time is short. Send your faxes now to members of Congress to stop Joe Biden from 
giving WHO control of America. — Mat 

 

 

https://lclist.org/trk/click?ref=z12nmwp1bq_1-n24sop-30-3b1fx36150x0rWnMaTGYeA&
https://lclist.org/trk/click?ref=z12nmwp1bq_1-n24sop-30-3b1fx36150x0rWnMaTGYeA&


 

 

 

 

 
 


